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how many of you have heard of the danger of putting the wrong password
on the wireless router, and when youve got all the right settings and your
password isn?t the one you thought it was, theres a big fat blue light on
the device. most people just dont care, and think nothing of entering the
wrong password for a period of time, if theyve got the right vpn software.
the problem with this is that the router is now broadcasting your ip
address, and with the right software, you can see everyone who has
access to it. since this is a free country, and you need to get out of your
apartment (if thats where you live), why not just go to a hotel or a friend?s
house and use their wireless connection. why would anyone make a movie
like this, when the competition is so bad? well, the competition is bad,
because the studios are locked out of the distribution channels (they need
a distributor who has the distribution channels) and are desperate. if they
had the distribution channels, then they could bypass these big-name
movie stars to cast those parts, and distribute the movies themselves. if
they had the distribution channels, then they could bypass the hollywood
marketing machine, and just cast a movie and get it out there. if they had
the distribution channels, then they could bypass the international
distribution channels and just cast a movie and get it out there. the way
they do it now, is by resorting to all of these tactics, including a movie like
this. its a tired, old, tried-and-true way of getting money from people. the
'personalized approach' is going to be the only way to make money, until
people figure out that they can buy the license for it, and that it will be a
great investment. this 'personalized approach' is going to be the only way
to make money until the 'personalized approach' is the only way to make
money. the only way to make money is to license out the personalized
approach. youre not going to be able to make money selling movies that
are of low quality and low value unless the market demands it. if you think
that all of this is going to go away because of a few big-name actors,
youre wrong. the market will dictate that this will be a continually growing
business, and the big-name actors will just be the ones who are controlling
the market at this point.
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While I dont think that the solution is a total Internet ban (the entire
concept of copyright is worthless without any means to enforce it), I do

think that more measures should be introduced that work towards closing
down the largest avenues of massive online copyright infringement and
that should include measures to maintain the status quo for peer to peer

applications. As a point of clarification, I do not buy music via peer to peer
applications, I download via BitTorrent and use the Squeezebox to play it.

Although there is huge evidence against this, I think that I can predict
where its all going, and its not towards anything good for the consumer.

Lets take the example of the music industry of the 80s, what happened in
1988 was that the record industry thought they had dug themselves a

hole that they would never get out of, so they tried to halt the growth of
the Internet through measures such as the Digital Millenium Copyright Act.

They failed, the real world works differently to the abstract one in the
head of a record industry lobbyist, and soon all the people who wanted to
buy music online simply went to the store, bypassing the middle man and

the industry had to change to survive. Similarly with movies, once we
have mastered the art of instantaneous delivery of massive amounts of

content, then its game over for the big DVD rental companies and physical
sales will be relegated to a novelty item for the elderly. The problem for
the industry is that the millennial generation will never put up with such

things, and they already have a taste for magic shows, free access to
information and open source software on their computers. They will never

put up with the inefficient system of large corporations and monopolies
owned by people who are too rich to care or are simply stupid. Theres a
joke in this connection, often attributed to Baryshnikov, that says that all

you need to have is one original idea in the world, and the problems
disappear. Of course thats not true, because theres always the equivalent

of a hidden hand involved in the piracy, but its easy to see that theres
something of the truth in it. Theres a movie in there somewhere and if Big
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